The uses of MeV and keV ion beams to measure hydrogen atoms in solids and onto the surfaces are described. Experimental results obtained using high energy ion beam scattering in resonance nuclear reaction analysis (RNRA) and elastic recoil detection analysis (ERD) are briefly reviewed. Also, the determination of hydrogen position on a Pt(111) surface at 150 K by using low energy recoil scattering analysis (LERS) is described. The different methods are compared in terms of their advantages and disadvantages for certain analytic characteristics in this report.
Introduction
Hydrogen has important effects on the chemical, physical, and electrical properties of many materials. However the analysis for hydrogen is difficult or impossible by using most traditional analytical methods. Recently small tandem electrostatic accelerators have become commercially available and have been installed in many laboratories. Accelerators having a terminal voltage of around 1.5 MV are conveniently used for Rutherford backscattering spectroscopy (RBS). In the field of high energy ion beam scattering by such small accelerators, the use of a resonant nuclear reaction between 19F and 1H to measure the hydrogen concentration in materials was popular by the early 1970s.1) However, in the mid-1970s, the 15N resonant nuclear reaction technique which has higher energy resolution than that of the 19F resonant nuclear reaction method was developed by Lanford, Ziegler and their coworkers.2,3) This technique is generally agreed to have the best analytic characteristics for hydrogen in materials. In spite of the power of this technique, elastic recoil detection (ERD) analysis for hydrogen was demonstrated by Doyle surface.6) The adsorption curve shows initially a steep increase but it gradually becomes saturated at about 1.5 ML. This indicates that 19F-ERD is a powerful method for surface hydrogen detection as well as analysis of hydrogen concentration in thin films.
Analysis of H onto surfaces by low energy recoil scattering
The LERS flight time spectra were taken by chopping a primary 1 keV-Ne+ beam with a pulse width of about 100 ns and detecting the 45° forward scattered particles after a free flight through a 30 cm drift tube on a micro channel plate.17) Hydrogen adsorption onto a Pt(111) surface made by introducing H2 gas into an UHV chamber at 150 K. As shown in Fig. 5 , the recoiled hydrogen atoms were detected as a function of polar angle a, and the azimuthal angle 4 of the Ne+ ion beam incident direction. Figure 6 shows a typical energy spectrum of recoiled hydrogen.
The peaks observed at around 9.3 ps and at around 9.6 ps corresponds to tive analysis unlike high energy ion beam scattering analysis.
Conclusion
The techniques for hydrogen analysis fall into two categories: (1) resonance nuclear reaction analysis (RNRA) and energy recoil detection (ERD) analysis using MeV ion beams, and (2) low energy recoil scattering analysis (LERS). Depending on needs of a particular problem, these methods have various advantages:
In MeV ion beams, both methods of RNRA and ERD allow easy quantitative analysis without reference to standards. In contrast, LERS provides a direct probing for locating the position of adsorbed hydrogen on a surface, and complements previously existing methods for observing the behavior of light adsorbates (hydrogen, deuterium) on solid surfaces.
